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1. Miao Mountain Morning — Chen Gang (3:56)

Five Yunnan Folk Songs — Jian-Zhong Wang
2. Dali Girl (1:26)
3. Following the Brother (0:54)
4. Puzzle Tune (1:06)
5. Mountain Song (1:51)
6. Dragon Lantern Tune (1:29)

7. Reflection of the Moon in the Er-Quan
Spring — Yan-Jun Hua, 

arr. string orch. Zu-Qiang Wu (7:09)
8. Caprice (in the style of an Henan folk song) —
Cheng-Qian Xue (5:16)

(Yi-Wen Jiang, violin I • Weigang Li, violin II • Honggang Li, viola •
Nicholas Tzavaras, cello)
9. Shepherd’s Song — Han-Kun Sha (4:52)
10. Harvest Celebration — Jing-Ping Zhang (3:29)
11. Liuyang River — Bi-Guang Tang, arr. piano
Jian-Zhong Wang (2:45)
12. Young Soldier’s Joy (in the style of a Shan-
dong folk song) 

— Qi-Ming Lu (2:59)

Two pieces from Temple Fair — Zu-Xin Jiang
13. A Busker’s Little Tune (2:20)
14. Double Dance (1:27)

15. Yao Dance — Tie-Shan Liu, Mao Yuan (6:38)

Pictures from Bashu (Six Sichuan folk songs) —
Hu-Wei Huang *
(Eugenia Zukerman, flute • Yi-Wen Jiang, violin • Honggang Li, viola  •  Nicholas
Tzavaras, cello)
16. Morning Song (1:32)
17. Echo in a Deep Valley (1:15)
18. Lyrical Tune (1:47)
19. XuanZi Dance (1:09)
20. Spring in Chengdu (2:47)
21. Evening Dance at Aba (1:08)

Two Shandong Folk Songs (from the Shandong
Folk Suite) — Shi-Guang Cui
22. Native Tune (2:03)
23. Drizzle (5:14)

24. Red Flowers in Bloom (based on a Shanbei 
folk song) — Qi Liu (4:24)

All arrangements by Yi-Wen Jiang

TOTAL PLAYING TIME: 68:56

The Shanghai Quartet:
Weigang Li, violin • Yi-Wen Jiang, violin
Honggang Li, viola • Nicholas Tzavaras, cello
* Eugenia Zukerman, flute

About the cover:

The Chinese folk charm shown on the cover is one of many hua yang designs
created originally to be embroidered on women and children’s footwear, caps,
dresses and aprons. Our cover charm Fu Shou Shuang Ch’üan insures pros-
perity and long life. It was derived from Chinese Folk Designs, W. M. Hawley,
Dover Publications, Inc., New York.

Yi-Wen Jiang



Some years ago I developed the idea of arranging a
few sets of Chinese folk songs along with popular
music by various Chinese composers. I grew up

with many of these pieces, and played some as solo
works for violin and piano during the difficult days of
the Cultural Revolution.

These works are short and diverse, some based upon tra-
ditional folk songs, and others composed recently. Al-
though their musical style is not structured or
sophisticated, the pieces seem to be accessible and enjoy-
able for a general audience. The themes speak to the indi-
vidual listener because they are expressive, direct and
easily absorbed and understood. I asked myself: “Why
not arrange them for string quartet, which is the form I
love the most? That way I can play beautiful Chinese
music again and also bring it to a wider audience with
my group, the Shanghai Quartet.”

I sifted through many songs and began arranging them
for string quartet or small ensemble. Some of the folk
songs are usually performed by a singer, violin, or piano;
or by Chinese traditional instruments such as the Pipa,
Erhu or Suona (a double-reed wind instrument, almost
like an oboe), and Bamboo flute. But I didn’t want simply
to imitate traditional Chinese instruments when we play

those pieces. I tried to make the harmony and the struc-
ture closer to traditional western styles. The idea is that
Chinese music can be played on western instruments and
thus can be enjoyed internationally.

In Chinese folk music, there is a long tradition of imitat-
ing sounds from nature. Like many of China’s minority
nationalities, the Miao people have lived in the moun-
tains south of the Yangzi River for most of their history,
far from the noise and pollution of modern urban life.
Miao Mountain Morning provides a strong local flavor
with a cheerful melody and lively imitation of birdsongs.
In the beginning, the 1st violin imitates the sound of a
traditional Miao instrument, the mouth flute, while the
other strings play a soft tremolo. This suggests early
morning sunshine penetrating the forest, and each
player uses very distinctive techniques — trills, harmon-
ics and slides — to represent a multitude of different
kinds of bird sounds. The main theme and rhythm are
typical of a Miao dance, full of life and energy. The sharp
contrast between the first and middle sections reflects a
variety of personalities among a group of vigorous Miao
dancers. The work was written by Chen Gang during the
Cultural Revolution. This imaginative piece has been of
great appeal to both refined and popular tastes in China
since the 1970s.

Notes on the Program



The Five Yunnan Folk Songs are miniature pieces with
evocative and connected titles. They introduce some of
the most beautiful and popular songs of minority nation-
alities in Yunnan, a southwest province of China. This lit-
tle suite was originally composed for piano solo by Jian
Zhong Wang, one of China’s most imaginative com-
posers. Based on the melodies of these songs, the
arrangements for string quartet preserve the simplicity
and freshness of Yunnan folk music. “Dali Girl” is like a
beautiful portrait. The theme appears twice in different
registers and ornamentations. The lyrical character of the
melody reveals a kind of pure youthful tenderness. “Fol-
lowing the Brother” is a simple love song. The thematic
imitation between the first violin and the cello is set off
harmonically by the other strings, creating an effect of in-
separable body and shadow. The scene portrays the close
affinity between two young lovers. “Puzzle Tune” is a
short scherzo. The cheerful melody provides a strong folk
flavor, supported by a lively and humorous accompani-
ment. The skillful treatment with which the introduction,
interlude, and coda foreshadow the appearance of the
theme creates a lively musical spirit. “Mountain Song” re-
veals a different character of Yunnan. The broad, open
melody conveys a simple but deeply-felt response to the
beauty of nature. “Dragon Lantern Tune” is a joyous and
expressive song in which the recurrent theme appears in
different registers and is played by different voices. The
piece vividly depicts the celebratory atmosphere of a day
of jubilation. 

Reflection of the Moon in the Er-Quan Spring, origi-
nally written by Yan-Jun Hua (1893-1950), is a master-
work regarded as one of the best compositions ever
written for Erhu, an ancient two-stringed instrument.
Hua, who played Erhu and Pipa as well as other instru-
ments, is a legendary musician who significantly reveals
the beauty of Chinese traditional instruments. This was
one of only six pieces played by Yan-Jun Hua that the
Chinese Government was able to record and archive; he
died soon after the only recording session in 1950. The
melody of this piece is lyrical and fluent, but under the
gentle surface lies the strength and depth of tragedy and
bitterness — a sense of the original spirit of this stubborn,
obstinate street musician known as “Blind Ah Bing.”
There are more than half-a-dozen arrangements of this
work: for violin and piano, versions for both Chinese tra-
ditional instruments and Western orchestra, and even a
choral rendition. This piece has been called the Chinese
version of Barber’s “Adagio.” The only version that did
not exist until now was one for string quartet. The quar-
tet version of the piece not only suggests all of the natural
beauty of Erhu playing, but also heightens the dramatic
details and melodic contrasts of the work. It allows for
richer textures, enhancing expressive tension and the
strong artistic appeal of the music. This arrangement is
based on a wonderful string orchestra version by a fa-
mous Chinese composer, former dean of the Central Con-
servatory of Music in Beijing, Zu-Qiang Wu (b.1927).



Violinist and composer Cheng-Qian Xue originally wrote
the virtuosic Caprice as a concert piece for violin with
piano accompaniment. Mr. Xue applied folk material
from Henan, a region in the Central Plains comprising
the middle and lower reaches of the Huanghe River. The
music provides a native flavor and style in A-B-A form.
The work starts with a nine bar introduction, presenting a
scene of people walking proudly ahead, full of vigor and
vitality. In the allegro section, the first violin uses all
kinds of techniques, both Western and Chinese, to depict
New Year’s Day. People sing and dance to their heart’s
content, celebrating a great harvest. The B section is an
Andante Cantabile, with an expressive singing melody
expressing people’s longing for a better life. A short ca-
denza that includes pyrotechnical passages for the solo
violin further enhances the theme. The recapitulation
leads into a Kreisler-like coda of sequenced double stops
with pentatonic scales, and ends in a brilliant climax. 

Shepherd’s Song is a popular folk song stemming from
the Chinese autonomous region of Inner Mongolia. It was
often played on a traditional two-stringed Mongolian in-
strument called a “Horse-Head Qin,” because there is a
hand-carved horse’s head on the top of the Qin instead of
a scroll. There are several versions of this piece, including
one by the famous Chinese composer Han-Kun Sha, who
arranged “Shepherd’s Song” for violin solo with piano
accompaniment. As the shepherd puts his cattle out to
graze, the surroundings inspire him to express his love of

nature and his feelings of nostalgia for his homeland. He
sings, “White clouds are floating in the blue sky. Under
the clouds there is a flock of snow-white sheep.” The lyri-
cal melody brims with deep emotion. The free rhythm
and Dvorakian harmony in the lower strings’ arpeggio
figures create a quiet, misty atmosphere, suggesting
patches of soft clouds floating over meadows. The music
reaches a passionate climax before subsiding again into
an atmosphere of tranquility and peace. We in the Shang-
hai Quartet were very honored that Mr. Han-Kun Sha
was in the audience for our performance of this piece in
Shanghai in November, 2001. He was deeply moved and
happy to hear his piece in a brand new form.

Harvest Celebration is an original piece by violinist and
composer Jing-Ping Zhang. He composed this piece for
violin with piano accompaniment while he was a profes-
sor at the Nanjing Arts Institute. The work is one of my
favorites, and I have always kept it in my solo repertoire
as a wonderful encore piece. For centuries the majority of
the Chinese population has lived off the land, so the har-
vest celebration, coming after a year of hard plowing and
weeding, has always been one of the great events in peo-
ple’s lives. Based on four short phrases, the violin tries to
imitate the sound of the Suona — a double reed wind in-
strument with a very loud and high pitch, similar to an
oboe — while drums, cymbals and gongs (suggested by
the lower strings) are beaten boisterously. The rapid
switches of meter and rhythm suggest the competitive



improvisations typical of traditional Chinese celebrations.
The music evokes images of the peasants singing and
dancing with boundless joy. 

The charming melody of Liuyang River was the main
theme of the mini song and dance drama called “A cou-
ple delivers the grain” written by Shu-Hua Xu and com-
posed by Bi-Guang Tang in 1950. They used folk aria
material from the popular flower-drum opera of Hunan.
It was premiered in Beijing in 1951 and was well received
by the public. As a result, it became immensely popular
around the country. The string quartet arrangement is
based on Jian-Zhong Wang’s piano transcription. The
arrangement not only reveals strong regional flavor but
also highlights the warmth of the musical line. The
smoothness of the stringed instruments further enhances
its singing quality, while keeping the simple structure of
the original piece. 

Young Soldier’s Joy is a miniature march, a piece full of
vigor and spirit. Based on a Shandong folk tune, the piece
was composed by Qi-Ming Lu as a violin-piano duet. It
has long been a tradition that when a young man joins
the army it is regarded as the highest honor for the family
and for the whole village. The work is in A-B-A form. In
the opening, the first violin plays an upbeat and forth-
right melody, vividly reflecting the joy and pride of a
young man who has just joined the army. In the middle
section, the second violin sounds a different theme, more

expressive and with a singing quality. There is a hint of
sentimentality and mixed feelings, since the new soldier
will soon leave his family and loved ones. The last section
returns to the opening character of the piece, with the
first violin playing the same melody just heard, but in the
dominant key. 

Two pieces from Temple Fair are two contrasting short
movements from composer Zu-Xin Jiang’s piano suite
“Temple Fair.” The first piece is called “A Busker’s Little
Tune.” It has an exquisitely beautiful melody — simple,
expressive and somewhat melancholic. The piece evokes
the image of a street musician’s free but lonely life. The
second piece is entitled “Double Dance,” and the “Dou-
ble” of the title means two people. It is a fast dance, full
of energy and complicated metric and rhythmic changes.
In the middle section, viola and cello play a joyful eight-
bar repeated phrase back and forth, while the two violins
play a fast-moving figure above them, suggesting that the
dancers are chasing each other. The piece accelerates to a
breakneck speed, and then finishes abruptly. 

The use of folk materials of China’s minority nationalities
was extremely popular among Chinese composers dur-
ing 1960-1980. The Yao Dance was originally written by
Mao Yuan and Tie-Shan Liu, based on a folk song of Yao,
a mountain village in GuiZhou, in the southwest region
of China. The work has three large sections, and within
each section there are two themes. In the opening, the



viola and cello, playing a soft pizzicato, hint at the arrival
of nightfall. Some Yao dancers, dressed in floating, color-
ful garments, gather in the moonlight. The 2nd violin
then plays a simple but expressive melody as a beautiful
young girl starts to dance. The rest of the dancers join her
soon thereafter. The theme suddenly takes on an ardent
and rough character, suggesting a group of young men
that cannot refrain from dashing into the group of danc-
ing young girls. The strong contrast in the music depicts
the striking personalities of the Yao people. The middle
section is in 3/4 time, and its melody moves back and
forth between a singing quality and a rhythmic dancing
figure, as if two young lovers are expressing their adora-
tion for each other. In the recapitulation the viola starts
the first theme before being joined by the other strings.
The 2nd theme is more vivid and passionate, with each
voice alternating its entrance until the whole quartet
comes together in a loud and fast coda, suggesting the
climax of the evening celebration. 

Pictures from Bashu (Sichuan) is a suite of six songs,
each based on folksong materials. I based my suite on the
piano suite by Hu-Wei Huang. The songs depict the ex-
quisite scenery and colorful features of the minority cul-
ture in Sichuan, a southwest province of China.
“Morning Song” is a charming nine bar piece. Because I
felt it was too short for a piece with such a beautiful
melody, I added a repeat. The theme is played three
times, first by violin and flute, followed by cello, in differ-

ent registers. Its smooth melody gives the listener a tran-
quil and refreshing feeling of dawn. The theme of “Echo
in a Deep Valley” has a singing quality. The simple two-
bar melody is repeated twice with different dynamics —
loud and soft, suggesting the echo in the valley. “Lyrical
Tune” has an exquisitely beautiful melody, played by the
flute and then echoed by the cello while the flute plays
running triplets. The piece progresses to an agitated
mood and then subsides to calm and peace. In both
“XuanZi Dance” and the final song of the suite,
“Evening Dance at Aba,” Tibetan folk tunes are heard.
The “XuanZi Dance” was originally a Tibetan Folk
Dance. Lucid and lively, the piece brims with a festive
atmosphere. Its bright harmonies and fluid, graceful
figures reveal this distinctive character. “Spring in
Chengdu” is an impromptu. The free rhythm and open,
leisurely theme are set off by bright, clean harmony.
The song depicts the joyful mood during an excursion
in the sunlit, enchanting scene of spring in Chengdu.
The transitional middle section propels the music to an
increasingly agitated feeling until finally the recapitula-
tion bursts out in an appassionato character. The coda
once again returns to a happy and content atmosphere.
“Evening Dance at Aba,” like “XuanZi Dance,” makes
use of Tibetan folk song. The theme is energetic and un-
restrained, and is played by the flute accompanied by
the rhythmic moving figure of the strings. Full of life
and energy, the piece depicts enthusiasm among a
group of vigorous young Aba dancers. 



The Two Shandong Folk Songs are from the “Shandong
Folk Suite” written for piano solo by Chinese composer
Shi-Guang Cui. “Native Tune,” the first movement of the
suite, is a folk song popular among the local villagers in
Shandong province. The song is simple and expressive,
with a hint of sentimentality, and reflects the flavor of
Shandong folk music with its earthy and passionate char-
acter. “Drizzle” is the fifth movement of the suite. Its
melodies have a melancholy flavor, and a sense of yearn-
ing for a better future. The middle section propels the
music to a dramatic climax, suggesting the hardship and
struggle of the villagers’ lives. This arrangement for
string quartet uses some features of French impression-
ism in that it adheres to the melodic line and the lyrical
atmosphere of the original piece, but within a simple for-
mal structure that focuses on expression. 

The popular Shanbei folk song Red Flowers in Bloom
has a direct connection with an important event in mod-
ern Chinese history. The jubilant atmosphere vividly re-
flects the Shanbei people’s great joy as they give a warm
welcome and sing the praises of the Red Army in the
1930s. The arrangement, built upon an A-B-A form, opens
with the first violin playing a fresh and sweet introduc-
tion in a very high register while the other strings play
long tremolo chords underneath, suggesting a distant
bamboo flute. The first theme is melodious and expres-
sive, played in turn, and with deep feeling, by the first vi-
olin, second violin and viola. With the introduction of

each new voice the texture thickens and the volume in-
creases, gradually changing the mood into a more appas-
sionato character. The stirring second theme, played by
the viola, is accompanied by brilliant, fast obbligato pas-
sages on the part of the violins. The piece ends with the
cello playing arpeggios as the three upper strings join in a
passionate recapitulation.

Yi-Wen Jiang, 2002
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Biographies

Hailed by The Strad as “a foursome of uncommon refinement and
musical distinction,” the Shanghai Quartet has earned the reputa-
tion as one of the world’s most outstanding quartets. Originally con-
ceptualized in Shanghai, this versatile group brings the delicacy of
Eastern music to Western repertoire with passionate musicality and
an astounding technique. Now based in the Unitied States, the
Shanghai Quartet has developed and perfected the seamless melding
of musical styles from the East and West.

Formed at the Shanghai Conservatory in 1983, the Shanghai Quar-
tet has worked with such distinguished artists as cellists Yo-Yo Ma
and David Soyer; flutist Eugenia Zukerman; guitarists Eliot Fisk and
Sharon Isbin; pianists Gerhard Oppitz, Jean-Yves Thibaudet, Mena-
hem Pressler, Ruth Laredo, and Joseph Kalichstein; and violist
Arnold Steinhardt. Regularly touring the major music centers of Eu-
rope and North America, the Shanghai Quartet has performed,
among many, in London, Hamburg, Milan, and Amsterdam, as well
as in Detroit, Los Angeles, Philadelphia, Portland, Princeton, St. Paul,
Toronto, and Washington, D.C., where they appear frequently at the
Freer Gallery. In addition, they often tour major Asian cities in China,
Japan, and Korea. The quartet has also performed in Australia and
New Zealand. Recent engagements include The Casals Festival in
Puerto Rico and The West Cork Chamber Music Festival in Ireland.

The Quartet has a distinguished record of teaching. Their involve-
ments now include serving as the Quartet-in-Residence at Montclair
State University, where they teach chamber music and offer individ-
ual lessons. The Shanghai Quartet is also in their 13th year of resi-
dency at the University of Richmond. In addition, they serve as
resident guest professors at the Shanghai Conservatory in China. The
Quartet has also served as Ensemble-in-Residence at the Tanglewood
and Ravinia festivals and has made several appearances at Lincoln
Center’s Mostly Mozart Festival and on its “Great Performers” se-
ries. In addition, the quartet served as Graduate Ensemble-in-Resi-
dence at the Juilliard School, assisting the Juilliard String Quartet.

The Shanghai Quartet has a long history of championing new
music. Recent projects include a commission with Chamber Music

America. They have also premiered Lowell Liebermann’s Quartet, in
honor of the National Federation of Music Clubs’ 100th anniversary,
and a work by Bright Sheng commissioned by the University of Rich-
mond and the Freer Gallery for their 10th anniversary at the Univer-
sity in 2000.
The Shanghai Quartet has built an extensive discography. Recent
recordings include an elegant pairing of Ravel’s Quartet with Frank
Bridge’s Quartet in E minor and Noveletten (DE 3223); The Flowering
Stream, Chinese folk songs and tone poems by Zhou Long, with pipa
player Min Xiao-Fen (DE 3133); and a Brahms album, pairing the
Quartet No. 3 in B-Flat Major, Op. 67 and the String Quintet No. 1 in F
Major, Op. 88, with guest violist Arnold Steinhardt (DE 3198). 

Winners of the prestigious Chicago Discovery Competition in
1987, the Shanghai Quartet took second place at the Portsmouth In-
ternational String Quartet competition (now the London Interna-
tional competition) in 1985 and was nominated for the Asahi
Broadcasting Company’s International Music Award after their first
tour of the Far East in 1996. They have also studied with the Tokyo
String Quartet and the Vermeer Quartet. 

Weigang Li, Violinist
A native of Shanghai, Weigang Li has been a featured soloist with the
Asian Youth Orchestra, the Shanghai Symphony, the BBC Symphony
Orchestra and the BBC Scottish Symphony. Mr. Li began studying
the violin with his parents at the age of five and went on to attend
the Shanghai Conservatory at age 14. He then came to the United
States in 1981 to study at the San Francisco Conservatory through an
exchange program between the sister cities of San Francisco and
Shanghai. Upon graduating from the Shanghai Conservatory in 1985,
Mr. Li was appointed assistant professor of violin at the school.
Shortly thereafter he left China to continue his education at the
Northern Illinois University. From 1987-1989, Mr. Li studied and
taught at the Juilliard School as teaching assistant to the Juilliard
Quartet. His other teachers have included Shmuel Ashkenasi, Pierre
Menard, Shu-Chen Tan, and Isadore Tinkleman. Mr. Li was featured



in the film “From Mao to Mozart: Isaac Stern in China.”

Yi-Wen Jiang, Violinist
Born in Beijing, Yi-Wen Jian has appeared as a soloist with the Victo-
ria Symphony and the Montreal Symphony. He has also performed
for NBC and PBS television specials, National Public Radio, CPB in
Beijing, WQXR in New York, and KFUO in St. Louis. Beginning his
violin studies with his father at age six, he made his concerto debut
with the Central Opera House Orchestra in Beijing when he was 17.
In 1981, after winning a top prize at the First China Youth Violin
Competition, he was accepted into the class of Professor Han Li at
the Central Conservatory of Music. In 1985 he came to the United
States on a full scholarship to the St. Louis Conservatory, where his
teachers included Taras Gabora, Jaime Laredo, and Michael Tree. He
also spent two summers in Dallas participating in master classes
with Pinchas Zukerman. In 1990, with the support of the Ken Boxley
Foundation, he went to Rutgers University to work with Arnold
Steinhardt of the Guarneri Quartet. A prizewinner at the Mae M.
Whitaker and Montreal competitions, Mr. Jiang has appeared at
many international music festivals, collaborating with such promi-
nent artists as Alexander Schneider, Michael Tree, Jaime Laredo, and
Lynn Harrell. He has recorded for the Record Corporation of China.

Honggang Li, Violist
Honggang Li began his musical training studying the violin with his
parents at the same time as his brother, Weigang. When the Beijing
Conservatory reopened in 1977 after the Cultural Revolution, Mr. Li
was selected to attend from a group of over five hundred applicants.
He continued his training at the Shanghai Conservatory and was ap-
pointed a faculty member there in 1984. Mr. Li has also served as a
teaching assistant at the Juilliard School and has appeared as soloist
with the Shanghai Philharmonic and the Shanghai Conservatory Or-
chestra. In 1987 he won a violin as a special prize given by Elisa Pe-
greffi of Quartetto Italiano at the Paolo Borciani competition in Italy.

Nicholas Tzavaras, Cellist
Cellist Nicholas Tzavaras has been an active soloist and chamber
musician throughout the United States. He has made solo appear-

ances with the Tanglewood Festival Orchestra, the National Reper-
tory Orchestra, the SUNY Stonybrook Symphony, and the East Iowa
Symphony, as well as at Fiddlefest at Carnegie Hall and at the Ton-
halle in Zurich. Mr. Tzavaras has previously appeared at the Isaac
Stern International Chamber Music Encounters in Jerusalem, and
also at the Marlboro, Tanglewood, Taos, Sarasota, and Musicorda
music festivals. Mr. Tzavaras holds a Bachelor of Music degree from
the New England Conservatory, and a Master of Music degree from
the State University of New York at Stony Brook and has studied
with Laurence Lesser and Timothy Eddy. In addition to his perform-
ing schedule, he is active in music outreach and education. Mr.
Tzavaras has taught at many different music schools including the
Opus 118 Music Center in East Harlem, where his mother, Roberta
Guaspari, is the Artistic Director. Mr. Tzavaras’s family was por-
trayed in the movie “Music of the Heart” starring Meryl Streep.

Eugenia Zukerman, one of the finest flutists of our time, is also a well-
known TV personality, arts commentator, and accomplished writer.

As arts correspondent for CBS Sunday Morning since 1981, Ms.
Zukerman has profiled over 300 artists, and has also appeared on
PBS’ Charlie Rose Show, NBC’s Today and A&E’s Breakfast with the Arts.

Ms. Zukerman performs worldwide as a soloist with orchestras, in
duo and solo recitals, and as a chamber musician in various collabora-
tions. As a recording artist, she has over 20 recordings to her credit on a
number of labels, with works by composers ranging from Bach, Vi-
valdi, Haydn, Mozart, Fauré, and Poulenc to contemporaries such as
Lowell Liebermann, Libby Larsen and Deborah Drattell. She also
serves as Artistic Director of the Vail Valley Music Festival in Colorado.

As a writer, Ms. Zukerman has published in The New York Times,
The Washington Post, Esquire, and Vogue. She has published two nov-
els, Deceptive Cadence (Viking, 1981) and Taking the Heat (Simon &
Schuster, 1991), and one non-fiction book, Coping With Prednisone,
with her sister, Dr. Julie R. Ingelfinger.

Born in Cambridge, Massachusetts, Ms. Zukerman entered Barnard
College as an English major, but soon transferred to The Juilliard
School, where she studied with the renowned flutist Julius Baker. Ms.
Zukerman, mother of two grown daughters, resides in New York.



Also on Delos by the SHANGHAI  QUARTE T

The Flowing Stream – Chinese Folk Songs and
Tone Poems by Zhou Long • Min Xiao-Fen, pipa
DE 3233 (DDD)

BRAHMS: Quartet No. 3, Op. 67 • Quintet No. 1,
Op. 88 • Arnold Steinhardt, viola 
DE 3198 (DDD)

MUSIC FOR A SUNDAY MORNING • Foote •
Beach Ginastera • Mozart • Bach
with Eugenia Zukerman, flute • Young People’s Notes
DE 3173 (DDD)

GRIEG: String Quartet in G Minor, Op. 27
MENDELSSOHN: String Quartet No. 2 in A, Op. 13
Young People’s Notes 
DE 3153 (DDD)

RAVEL: Quartet • BRIDGE: Quartet in E Minor;
Noveletten • DE 3223 (DDD)

HOVHANESS: SPIRIT MURMUR • String Quar-
tets: No. 1, No. 3, No. 4, No. 2 (Suite) Gamelan in
Sosi Style, Spirit Murmur, Hymn • Bagatelles
ZHOU LONG: Song of the Ch’in Young People’s
Notes • DE 3162 (DDD)

MOZART: String Quartet No. 22 in B-Flat, K. 589 •
String Quartet No. 23 in F, K. 590 • Young People’s
Notes • DE 3192 (DDD)


